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"Still sex-positive, still sex-radical, and still producing the most affecting writing in any
genre—not just the one-handed reading variety, The Erotic Reading Circle
shares its best with the rest of the world."
– Susie Bright
“Enjoy some written-word-play today with this great collection
of deliciously diverse sexy stories!”
– Annie Sprinkle, Ecosexual Artist and Author

Sex Still Spoken Here: An Anthology
Sex Still Spoken Here is not just a steamy, eclectic mix of hot stories, it’s also an inspiring call to action,
staking another fierce claim on importance of voicing the erotic. The Erotic Reading Circle—held
monthly since 2006 at San Francisco’s Center for Sex & Culture—is a community where writers put
words to our complex desires and longings, and in which our erotic stories are celebrated and honored,
not dismissed. This collection is culled from that Circle, representing the many writers who’ve dared to
wrestle with the erotic muse. It contains a diverse collection of stories from 27 authors, a how-to guide to
start your own erotic reading circle, plus essays on why it matters to read erotic works in community.
Carol Queen is a widely-published author of erotica, memoir, essays, and sex information. She is the
founding director of the Center for Sex & Culture (sexandculture.org) where she co-facilitates the Erotic
Reading Circle with Jen Cross; she also facilitated the ERC throughout the 1990s when it was held at
Good Vibrations and edited the first anthology of ERC stories, Sex Spoken Here, with Jack Davis. More
about CQ at www.carolqueen.com.
Jen Cross, co-editor of Sex Still Spoken Here, is a writer, workshop facilitator, and performer whose
work has appeared in a plethora of anthologies, including The Healing Art of Writing 2010, Best Sex
Writing 2008, and Nobody Passes. The founder of Writing Ourselves Whole, Jen’s facilitated sexuality
and survivors writing workshops in the SF Bay area and at across the country. She’s more honored to get
to co-facilitate the Erotic Reading Circle with Dr. Carol Queen than she can say.
www.writingourselveswhole.org.
Amy Butcher is a silver fox “liminal guide” and enjoys taking people through transformations. She has
been many things, including a tour guide on bike trips through France, a ropes course instructor, a
massage therapist, and book designer. She is the author of the award-winning murder mystery Paws for
Consideration and co-editor of Sex Still Spoken Here. Follow her adventures at www.amybutcher.com.
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